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ANSWERS: Across: 2) static; 6) circuits; 8) linebacker; 10) dinged  
Down: 1) gash; 3) concussion; 4) wreckage; 5) dispatch; 7) healed; 9) blazing  
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Complete the crossword puzzle below
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Down
1. a cut or tear
3. an injury to the brain that occurs when the head 
gets hit hard
4. the broken pieces of something that was destroyed
5. a center where operators receive emergency calls
7. made better or well again
9. burning with intense brightness

Across
2. noise made by electrical disturbances
6. paths of communication for phones and computers
8. a football player who plays defense by making 
tackles
10. dented or hit

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net

ACROSS
2.  noise made by electrical 

disturbances  (p. 61⁄108)
6.  paths of communication for 

phones and computers  
(p. 52⁄97)

8.  a football player who plays 
defense by making tackles  
(p. 19⁄41)

10 . dented or hit  
(p. 21⁄46)

Review important vocabulary words from I Survived the Attacks of 
September 11, 2001, by solving the crossword puzzle below.  
(Need a hint? Use the red page numbers to find the word in the novel,  
or the blue page numbers to find the word in the graphic novel.)

DOWN
1.  a cut or tear (p. 38⁄77)
3.  an injury to the brain that occurs when the head gets hit hard (p. 12⁄25)
4.  the broken pieces of something that was destroyed (p. 72⁄126)
5.  a center where operators receive emergency calls (p. 38⁄78)
7.  made better or well again (p. 40⁄79)
9.  burning with intense brightness (p. 15⁄34)


